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COMMERCIAL BASIC 


DATA SPECIFICATIONS 


...._---_...._---

MINIMUM HARDWARE/SOFTWARE PREREQUISITES 

Floppy Disk System or sub-system such as VDP-80, PCS-80/34(35)' PCS-80/25A(B) 

24K or more of Random Access Memory (RAM) 

IMDOS (IMSAI Multi-Disk Operating System) 

I MSAI Mainframe such as VDP-80, PCS-80/10, PCS-80/15, PCS-80/30, etc. 

Suitable terminal device including hard copy where desired (line printer support standard) 


FEATURE SUMMARY 

Compiler Oriented 

IMSAI Commercial BASIC produces an intermediate-level object code, which is then interpreted by the 
run-time interpreter. This feature conserves memory, results in faster execution, and provides a level of 
protection for software vendors not wish ing to release source code. 

Thirty Character Variable Names with Embedded Periods 

This useful feature facilitates programmer's documentation requirements and because of the compiler's 
aspects of the language, long variable names do not effect memory utilization of the executable pro
gram but greatly assists in the identification and readabil itv of even the most complex programs. 

Structured Programming Elements 

Four separate features are available, which provide for modular expression of program procedures, 
as follows: 

1. 	 WHI LE/WEND 
This syntactical construct provides for the iteration of a group of statements, bracketed by the 
WHI LE/WEND verbs, wherein the expression following the WHI LE statement is true, the entire 
group fo statements through the WEND statement is executed, until the WHILE expression 
is no longer true. 

2. I F expression iH EN statement: statement: statement ... ELSE statement statement: 
statement: 	... 
I F expression true, then statement: statement:, etc. This syntactical construct provides for a 
group of statements to be executed when the iF expression is true, in addition to the natural 
expression group which may follow when the IF expression is not true. 

3. Multiple Statements per Line - including REM comments statements. 

4. Continuation Statements any statement may be continued on any number of lines 

Disk File Support 

1. 	 Data Organization 
I MSAI Commercial BASIC generates and processes ASCII data in terms of fixed and variable 
length fields and fixed and variable length records. Records are packed together, without regard 
for sector boundaries, providing maximum space utilization. 



2. Access Methods 

Sequential· files may be processed by field and by record for both input and output 

Random - fixed·length records, with fixed or variable-length fields, may be processed randomly 
by record number 

3. File Access Statements 

OPEN name! RECl exp 1 AS n 
CREATE na~e[RECl e;pJ AS n 

CLOSE n 

DELETE name 

RENAME old, new 


Formatted Output 

IIVlSAI Commerci.al BASIC provides a comprehensive PR INT-USING, formatted output statement 
capability for both printed and file output. Included are facilities for number punctuation, charac
ter-string truncation, variable-length character-string concatenation, representation of exponents, and 
embedded literals. 

Fourteen-Digit Decimal Precision 

Arithmetic calculation in IMSAI Commercial BAS I C is performed using BCD arithmetic, thus al
leviating problems normally encountered in other implementation of BASIC where, even with greater 
precision, significant magnitude errors occur in the handling of fractions due to the inaccurate repre
sentation of decimal fractions in commonly used binary floating-point formats. 

N-Dimensional String Arrays and Numeric Variables 

Any number of dimensions may be specified in a DIM statement where each dimension may be an 
execution-time derived expression. This facility should be used with care, however, in consideration 
of available memory. 

Machine Interface Facilities 

Direct access for inspection and alteration of Absolute Memory Addresses, as well as a CALL interface 
to Assembly language routines, is provided through the PEEK, POKE and CALL statements. At a 
future date, an ADR function will be provided to allow the derivation of assigned addresses to string 
and numeric variables. ' 

String Operator Functions 

The following string-operator functions are available: 

VAL STR$ 
MID$ lEFT$ 
RIGHT$ 
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